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      This is a three-part brief description of the World Stove Everything Nice stove made by Al Hislop and Patty Roberts, with Ron Larson participating in the first tests, January, 2010.

[image: World Everything Nice Stove]World Everything Nice Stove

Plans Available at: http://worldstove.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/EverythingNice_Stove_Instructions.pdf

Part A.  Narrative (by Patty)

Biochar  Experiment 1      1/9/10

 Al made an Everything Nice pyrolyzer from the design on the World Stove website.  We used a large coffee can and then a canister for the two cans so it was rather large.  We first tried pine cones but they just smoked so we put in pellets instead.  This gave a good clean burn and we put a tripod over the stove and boiled water, heated soup, cooked pasta and cooked pasta sauce with fresh meat and fresh vegetables.  When the flame extinguished, there was still some smoke coming from the stove so it was covered on the top to remove oxygen and set in a shallow basin of water on the bottom.  This extinguished the smoke but moistened the bottom of the char slightly.  When we emptied the stove, we saw that some of the pellets had not pyrolyzed.  We believe this was because of the fairly large diameter of the can.  To dry the char and pyrolyze the remaining pellets, we put the mass into a canister and put it into our hot wood stove.  This allowed complete pyrolysis of the remaining pellets and provided complete drying of the fuel.  It’s possible that this changed the pH of the char from its original pH because of a different pyrolysis temperature.

Ignition:  torch (for several minutes)

Pre-burn Fuel Weight:  58.5 oz wood pellets from 100% pine, less than 1% ash

Post-burn Fuel Weight (Char):  16.5 oz  (28.2% of starting weight)

Post-burn Fuel Volume:  Slightly greater than half of pre-burn volume

Time:  2 hours and 20 minutes of a very good, clean, strong burn.

Calculated output to pot:  560 watts

[image: ]

Exp1: (Saturday)

_*Lighting:*_  See text.  Hope others can tell us of their successful

ways to light this same stove.  We have not yet tried to solve this

problem using prepared starter materials.  Maybe easier with the

"restriction-lid" removed?  The two sheet metal wind-breaks and the ice

show this was not the best day for testing.  Note the small amount of

discoloration (burned paint on the lid) - from an earlier test with

too-loose material (that was easier to light), which only gets a little

larger in later photos..  Discoloration off-centered because of windy

conditions and means of lighting.  When we got it started with this

torch, there was never any massive smoking.
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*_Good flame_*.  A typical flame without a cook-pot.  We saw essentially

the same flame for a total of more than 4 hours over two experiments.

The gap-reducing bricks not in place in this early photo.  The

discoloration of the lid never got much more pronounced than here -

showing that a relatively cool gas is coming up in the outer narrow

"chimney".  You can't see it here - but there are hot gases going down

through the central can fuel supply - doing the pyrolysis without

oxygen.  We are unsure whether any pyrolysis gas is coming upwards

(we don't understand the pressure profiles yet), but certainly a good bit

is going downward.   This is the best view of the outer set of large

holes.  Could they be done with a punch?   Maybe.  Could they be

placed on the bottom of the outer can?  Maybe - with a spacer

between the bottom surfaces of the two “cans” (as is done in the

mainWorld Stove models).  There are several  ways

possible to control this air supply - which should NOT be called the

primary air, as would be appropriate if this were a TLUD.  Although

there is some pre-mixing of the combustion gases, this still is showing

signs of being a ("wispy") diffusion flame - not at all like the tighter

much bluer flame seen in Nathaniel's numerous YouTube videos and

mentioned in the instructions. 
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*_Cooking_*:  Typical flame with a typical pot (and larger ones used for

some of the cooking).  The tripod was in no way optimized  (we raised

the stove about three inches with standard available mini-bricks;  four

inches might have given higher efficiency - but more soot).  It was

certainly easy to have too much heat for cooking pasta (boil-over once

when we weren't paying attention).  At no time during the two hours of

operation did we (or could we) adjust anything.  We are working on a

possible fix for that, when on a later weekend, we will try a means of

controlling the air flow.  You should also next see a "convection skirt"

of the type being sold by Aprovecho.

Biochar Experiment 2    1/10/10

Using the same stove as yesterday, but this time with a cone in the center to displace the area that didn’t pyrolyze yesterday, we filled the stove with pellets again.  This time however the stove had 15% less fuel because of the cone.  We spent about a half hour trying to light the stove with twigs, vasoline, pine needles, paper, some other fluffy combustibles and fondue fuel.  None of these things got the stove going.  We ended up using the torch again.  The torch lit the pellets in a minute or so and then it took about 15 minutes before we saw the good, steady, smokeless cooking flame.  Once we got that good flame, we measured 2 hours 23 minutes of pyrolysis.  The stove burned for the about the same amount of time as yesterday, but this time all the pellets were pyrolyzed.  The outer can seemed to have the same temperature pattern today as yesterday.  

Ignition:  torch (shorter time than yesterday)

Pre-burn Fuel Weight:  49.5 oz wood pellets (same kind as yesterday)

Post-burn Fuel Weight (Char):  14 oz (28.2 % of starting weight, same as yesterday)

Post-burn volume:  a little less than half

Calculated output to pot:  287 watts  (This number is much lower than yesterday’s.  We don’t like our thermometer for this application, so both days’ numbers are suspect.)

Time:  2 hours 23  (more carefully measured than yesterday)

Those temperatures were pretty consistent until the pyrolysis ended and we put a cap on the top.  Unlike yesterday, we didn’t put the bottom in water.  Smoke began to come out of the holes at the bottom and the temperature at the bottom began to rise.  We suspected that some combustion was starting to take place.  We poured the pellets into a tray but they seemed to be getting hotter rather than cooler so we scooped them into another canister and put on a tight lid so no more oxygen would be available. 
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_*Cone*_ - Showing the cone and the interior (the latter after almost

five hours of operation).  No signs of any excess heat anywhere on the

outside can.  Little on the inner can, but considerable tarring on the

inside and the top portion of the cone.  Probably a lot of interesting

pyrolysis science in understanding why the cone looks like it does after

2+ hours of operation one time.   Note the many interior small holes.

Note the single screw holding the two cans together (not shown in Nathaniel's drawings [at http://worldstove.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/EverythingNice_Stove_In...

] but mentioned at the bottom of p 3.  We found all the instructions

complete, but guess we have to test a lot more fuel combinations before

we get the tight blue flame mentioned in the instructions.
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Exp 2  (Sunday)

*_After Pyrolisis_* A view into the unit perhaps ten-fifteen minutes after the

unit stopped operating - and began smoking (pretty profusely, so you

want to react quickly).  We placed a second lid to cover the opening -

but nothing else.(no covering of the lower holes - which we would likely

try to do next time).  Note good uniformity of the char except right in

the middle where you can see the tip of the added cone.   This is the first

time you can see that there are two cans - with the spacing of about a

centimeter (exact spacing dictated by can availability; this outer can is available at

about $.50-$1.00;  no cost for the inner can).  At the lower left is the

(pre-trimmed) pine cone which charred perfectly after being placed into

the unit..  No lighting up, no combustion, perfect retention of tiny

features - proving the lack of oxygen just below the flames seen in

other pictures.   The unit was initially filled up to within 3/4 inch of

the top of the inner can, per Nathaniel's instructions, so you can see

there was perhaps 35-40% shrinkage.

[image: Experiment 2, Char]Experiment 2, Char

_*Exp 2 Char:*_  This to show the good uniformity of the resulting

char.  Just a few that looked torrified (deep brown color - but we

can't even see them in this photo), not charred.   In Experiment #1,

with no interior cone, perhaps 15% uncharred, roughly in the volume

taken up by the cone.

New plans and new ideas:  We want a sliding band around the bottom of the can which can be used to regulate airflow through the holes and maybe the pyrolysis rate.  When the band slides down, it will partially close the holes.  When pyrolisis has finished, the band can be pushed all the way down to cover the holes entirely and keep oxygen out. 

Part B. Technical Description

 (by Al)

The inner tin was a Yuban Coffee can, with diameter 6.05 inches (excluding the roll bead where the bottom is attached.  The original height of the can was 7.5 inches, and the height was trimmed down to 6.7 inches above the inside of the bottom surface.  74 holes .0.159 inch diameter were drilled on a line 0.75 inches from the bottom.

The outer tin was a decorative cookie tin with a fitted lid.  The diameter of the can (excluding the rolled bead that attached the bottom) was 6.4 inches.  A 3 inch diameter hole was cut in the center of the lid.  The lid was 7.1 inches above the inside of the bottom of the can.  33 holes of 0.5 inch diameter were drilled as close as possible to the bottom of the outer can.

The inner can was filled to about ¾ inch of its top with pine pellets intended for use with pellet stoves.  The weight of the fuel was 58.5 oz (1.66 kg).  These pellets were ignited using a propane torch over the entire top surface for about 1 minute.  

The stove operated with what appeared to be constant output for 140 minutes.  A water heating test was performed with a pot set about 3 inches above the stove opening.  Two liters of water was placed in a covered pot of diameter 8.5 inches and height (without lid) of 3 inches.  Water temperature was measured using a “point-and-shoot” infrared thermometer. (I suspect that at higher temperatures this thermometer reads low, as it most likely senses the temperature of the steam above the water in the pot, and not the water itself.)  Water start temperature was 12.5C, and finish temperature was 81.1C, at which time boiling bubbles were coming off the bottom of the pot, and much energy was being lost to steam.  Elapsed time was 17 minutes.

When the flame extinguished, much smoke came from the stove, so a lid without a hole was placed on top of the stove.  Smoke continued to pour from the holes at the bottom of the stove, so it was placed in a pan of water to cover the holes.  This resulted in wetting of the contents of the stove.  After cooling, the stove was opened and the contents examined.  The fuel was found to have been converted to char, except for a portion of pellets about 1.5 inches high and 3 inches in diameter at the bottom of the stove.

Since the fuel was wet, it was not weighed.  Instead, the wet fuel including the unconverted pellets was placed in a container and heated to complete pyrolization.  The weight of the remaining char was 16.5 oz (28.2% original weight).

A hollow metal cone of height 4.5 inches and diameter 4.5 inches was made, and placed in the bottom of the inner can before adding fuel pellets for a second run.  This time the weight of the fuel was 49.5 oz, the burn time was again 140 minutes, and the weight of the remaining char was 14 oz (28.3% original weight).  This time all but 1 or 2 pellets appeared to have been converted to char.
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      Laurens Rademakers, Biochar Fund

December, 2009
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See the attachment for full sized pictures. 

we've designed a new biomass stove that produces char. The stove is a simple hybrid of a rocket stove and a retort. We would be glad if you could upload it to the stoves list, because we want to see what the community thinks of it. It is only a concept, even though we've tested some basic design steps.

We will be testing this design at our large biochar site in Congo, where our project soon kicks off.
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      World Stove Corp, Italy

October, 2009

LuciaStove for Developing Nations
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      I’ve been following a couple of different groups and discussions to learn about biochar for about 6 months. Id like to share what I’ve been learning and ask a couple of questions.

My purpose is to use biochar as a component in biological soil synthesis and buffer for use in a vaquaculture growing system.

I have been making small TLUD stoves, observing modeling tweaking making another.
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      Paul Anderson, 2009 SeaChar Stoves Workshop

The efforts at SeaChar (Seattle Biochar Initiative) produced a 5-gallon (22-liter) TLUD.  

"On Saturday, August 1, Seachar hosted Dr. Paul Anderson (Dr. TLUD) for an all-day workshop in the construction of Top-Lit Up Draft (TLUD) cookstoves.  The stoves can quickly be constructed from commonly available materials, and produce charcoal while providing heat for cooking (or other uses).  Paul’s TLUD stoves have been tested and shown to produce very low emissions of CO and particulates.  The stoves can provide benefits wherever people rely on biomass for cooking.  TLUD stoves use a wide variety of small pieces of biomass for fuel.  The clean burn greatly improves indoor air quality compared with open burning and many other types of stoves.  In addition, the charcoal can be used as biochar to improve soil fertility, sequester carbon, and potentially provide a source of income through carbon credits."

For More See: http://seachar.org/wordpress/?p=176

The focus was for making biochar, but this size of TLUD will be highly appropriate of institutional-size cookstoves in the developing countries.
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      Design and Development of a Natural Draft Biomass Gasifier

R. Krishna Kumar February 28, 2009

[image: Naturl Draft Gasifier - Kumar]Natural Draft Gasifier - Kumar

N D G - BASICS & PRINCIPLES

	 Operates under the principlle of “ Chimney Effectt ”

	 Natural draft caused by density difference



UNIQUE FEATURES COMPARED TO CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS

	 No blower is required for the operation

	 Automatically takes the required quantity of air for Gasification

	 Convey the Producer Gas formed by Gasification - Naturally

	 Reduced fuel consumption compared to traditional chulas



More detail, schematic pictures and testing information are in the attached pdfs and in the 2004 discussion:

http://www.repp.org/discussiongroups/resources/stoves/kumar/ndg.htm
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This is the prototype of Magh series "Magh Utham Woodgas Burner". http://e-maghutham.blogspot.com/ This is a natural draft burner (forced air is optional). Low cost, low weight, easy of operation, easy to collect the biochar by rotating the combustion frame and easy to reload it. As it is can be used for boilers / institutional stoves / domestic cooking / etc. The performance is good. There could be some more improvements in its design to increase its performance. For details and photographs see the link http://e-maghutham.blogspot.com/ . The term "Utham" refers to "Best" which is part of the name of Prof. K. Purushotham Reddy a very well known environmentalist in India.
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      Magh CM-II  natural draft woodgas stove http://e-maghcm-ii.blogspot.com/, it is a very low-cost stove for heating and generating charcoal. It can also be described as a mini-charcoal making metal kiln. Instead of incinerating biomass generated from home gardens / any other dry combustible material generated as household waste usually throw into the garbage bins, can be used here. The leaf litter, dry twigs / sticks, chips of wood, wood shavings, etc., are very much suitable.
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      Cookstove System Save80

LUSAKA SUSTAINABLE ENERGY PROJECT and COOK STOVE PROJECT KUPANG

Climate Interchange AG,Garching/Munich, Germany, July 2008
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      MJA Biomass Gas Stove

Alexis Belonio, July 23, 2008

[image: MJA Biomass Gas Stove]MJA Biomass Gas Stove Burning Coal

Alexis Belonio writes (edited and annotated by Paul Anderson and Tom Miles):

Attached is a picture of my latest coal gasifier stove. This

is the same basic TLUD stove I have for wood charcoal and wood chunks.

For domestic use, I use carbonized coal (or coke) as fuel instead

of the raw coal. Coal can be used for the stove, but we don't want to promote

this as a fuel since it emits poisonous gas. I would prefer to use coal for

industry application where gas can be cleaned before it is released to the

atmosphere.

I provide only a small amount of coal fuel in the gasifier stove, enough

for cooking. This mean that the power output is only small and the

metal I use is a stainless steel.

I ignite the carbonized coal by using a wood charcoal that has been soaked in

kerosene as igniter. [This is a TLUD stove, so ignition is at the top.]

[In the Belonio TLUDs, the fan only blows the primary air. The

secondary air is

pre-heated as it rises naturally between the fuel cylinder and the outer

cylinder, finally exiting into the rising flow of combustible gases.]

The smoke in the coal gasifier I have was eliminated [combusted] by mixing

preheated air with the gas generated from the reactor. I think

there is no need of [forced] mixing the secondary air by creating turbulence

with the combustible gases. Because in that case, you will need a

slightly bigger fan with enough pressure to push the air.

[image: MJ Biomass Gas Stove]MJ Biomass Gas Stove

Alexis Belonio

atbelonio@yahoo.com
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Thanks to Alex English for the original (Crest/ REPP) biomass stoves site design.

Related Sites:  Bioenergy, Gasification,  Biochar (Terra Preta)

The BioEnergylists.org web sites, and related discussion groups are sponsored by: 

TR Miles Technical Consultants Inc. 


www.trmiles.com

Specializing in the Development of Biomass Energy and Environmental processes.
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